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Abstra t Stratego is a domain-spe i

language for the spe i ation of program transformation systems. The design of Stratego is based on the paradigm of
rewriting strategies: user-de nable programs in a little language of strategy operators determine where and in what order transformation rules are (automati ally)
applied to a program. The separation of rules and strategies supports modularity
of spe i ations. Stratego also provides generi features for spe i ation of program
traversals.
In this paper we present a ase study of Stratego as applied to a non-trivial problem in program transformation. We demonstrate the use of Stratego in eliminating
intermediate data stru tures from (also known as deforesting) fun tional programs
via the warm fusion algorithm of Laun hbury and Sheard. This algorithm has been
spe i ed in Stratego and embedded in a fully automati transformation system for
kernel Haskell. The entire system onsists of about 2600 lines of spe i ation ode,
whi h breaks down into 1850 lines for a general framework for Haskell transformation and 750 lines devoted to a highly modular, easily extensible spe i ation of
the warm fusion transformer itself. Its su essful design and onstru tion provides
further eviden e that programs generated from Stratego spe i ations are suitable
for integration into real systems, and that rewriting strategies are a good paradigm
for the implementation of su h systems.

1.

Introdu tion

Automati program transformation is applied in many bran hes of software
engineering | in luding appli ation generation and ompiler onstru tion | to
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translate high-level, but ineÆ ient, spe i ation ode to lower-level and more
eÆ ient implementation ode. It plays a parti ularly important role in ompilers
for fun tional programming languages [8,2,9,25,28℄.

1.1. Transforming Programs with Rewriting Strategies
An important paradigm for the des ription of program transformation systems is that of rewrite rules. Ad-ho implementation of transformation systems
based on rewrite rules an be diÆ ult, however, be ause the rules must be embedded in algorithms that determine strategies for applying them. Stratego
[17,34,35,31℄ is a domain-spe i language for the spe i ation of program transformation systems. Its design is based on the paradigm of rewriting strategies.
Rewriting strategies ombine user-de nable rewriting-based programs with a little language of independent strategy operators that an be used to spe ify where
and in what order transformation rules are applied to a program.
Stratego's separation of rewrite rules from the strategies whi h ontrol their
appli ation fa ilitates modular spe i ation of program transformations: transformation rules are spe i ed independently of the appli ation strategy and an
be reused in more than one strategy. Stratego also o ers both ne and oarse
grain ontrol over the appli ation of transformation rules. This ontrol makes it
possible to spe ify the exa t forms that programs an assume at various stages
of pro essing. It also allows the programmer to govern the intera tions between
individual transformation rules. The Stratego ompiler translates spe i ations
to C programs that transform abstra t syntax trees to abstra t syntax trees.
In [35℄ it is shown how rewriting strategies an be used to modularly spe ify
and implement optimizers for fun tional programs. A set of transformation rules
is ombined into a ode simpli ation algorithm by means of a strategy that traverses programs and applies rules where appropriate. The emphasis in [35℄ is on
rules that are independently appli able. As demonstrated there, it is parti ularly
easy to ombine transformation rules into di erent simpli ation strategies by
adding or omitting rules. But in many settings the onstru tion of interrelated
transformation rules from several more primitive rules is ne essary.

1.2. Applying Strategies in Deforesting Fun tional Programs
In this paper we present a ase study illustrating the use of rewriting
strategies to eliminate intermediate data stru tures from (deforest) fun tional
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programs. Deforestation algorithms typi ally perform a number of smaller transformations before determining whether or not the deforestation is onsidered su essful. Combining primitive rules into omplex program transformations often
requires the ex hange of more information between their rules than is ontained
in the individual program fragments they transform. The parameterization of
strategies supported by Stratego provides a means of spe ifying and implementing rules whi h pass su h information between them. In the ase study presented
here information ex hanged between transformations takes the form, for example, of assumptions about bindings, dynami rewrite rules that re ognize re ursive
fun tion alls, and terms generated by splitting fun tions to fa ilitate program
transformation. Parameterized strategies have not been used extensively in previous Stratego spe i ations.
We have spe i ed the warm fusion algorithm of Laun hbury and Sheard
[16℄ in Stratego. This te hnique ombines the heap deforestation based on foldrbuild fusion of Gill et al. [10,9℄ with the fold promotion of Sheard and Fegaras
[26℄ and a generalization of the te hnique of Peyton Jones and Laun hbury [24℄
for splitting a fun tion into a worker and a wrapper. The foldr-build fusion,
whi h has been implemented in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC), requires
the manual transformation of fun tions to build-foldr form and is only de ned
for lists. The warm fusion algorithm generalizes heap deforestation to arbitrary
regular data types and automati ally derives more general build- ata forms.
As a ase study, the warm fusion algorithm is an interesting example of
a non-trivial program transformation, and its spe i ation provides eviden e of
the feasibility of implementing su h transformations in Stratego. The ase study
supplies experien e with the design and implementation of a omplete transformation system, in luding interfa es with a parsing and type he king front-end
and a pretty-printing ba k-end for Haskell. The appli ation to Haskell provides
an environment in whi h to assess the e e tiveness of warm fusion for deforesting
more realisti programs than would otherwise be possible. The ase study also
demonstrates Stratego's support for the onstru tion of transformation rules that
ombine basi transformation steps in various ways, the des ription and he king of intermediate representation formats, language independent de nition of
substitution and the renaming of bound variables, and the dis overy of new programming idioms resulting from the strategy-indu ed shift away from a purely
fun tional implementation style.
Warm fusion is also an interesting problem in its own right. The rst fully
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automati implementation of warm fusion was hand- oded in Haskell in 1997 [13℄.
The algorithm had previously been implemented only as `a toolbox of operations'
[16℄. This is perhaps be ause the des ription of warm fusion in [16℄ elides mu h
of the detail required to turn the theory into pra ti e. The type-driven nature of
the algorithm, in parti ular, is fundamental to its automation, as well as to its
extension to non-list data stru tures. The riti al dependen e of warm fusion on
type information is re e ted in its Stratego spe i ation.
The produ t of our ase study is a fully automati implementation of the
warm fusion algorithm. This implementation ould be an important step toward the use of warm fusion in ompilers or as a prepro essor for (library) programs. It an also serve as a basis for further experimentation with extensions
of heap deforestation; Stratego makes it easy, for example, to modify the set
of program transformation rules and to experiment with a variety of appli ation
orders. Experien e with a working system often gives rise to a deeper understanding of its underlying algorithm. It was su h experien e that led, for instan e to
our \double splitting" wrapper-worker te hnique for re ognizing ertain variables
as stati parameters of programs undergoing warm fusion. (This step happens
\automagi ally" in [16℄). This te hnique has sin e been in orporated into the
Haskell implementation of warm fusion detailed in [13℄.

1.3. Outline
In the next se tion we brie y review some ba kground on deforestation,
dis uss the prin iples of ata-build fusion, and illustrate the warm fusion transformation te hnique by means of an example. In Se tion 3 we give an overview
of the operators of System S, a al ulus for the de nition of tree transformations,
as well as of the synta ti abstra tions built on System S that form Stratego. In
Se tion 4 we present the overall ar hite ture of the warm fusion transformation
tool built with Stratego. In Se tions 5, 6, and 7 we dis uss several highlights from
the spe i ation, fo using parti ularly on some of the new programming idioms
that have emerged during the pro ess of spe ifying the warm fusion algorithm in
Stratego. The full text of the spe i ation an be found in [14℄.
2.

Warm Fusion

Modularity in fun tional programming is a hieved by dividing programs
into small, generally appli able fun tions that ommuni ate via data stru tures.
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data Bool = True | False;
data List a = Nil | Cons a (List a);
map :: (a -> b) -> List a -> List b;
map = \f l ->
ase l of {
Nil
-> Nil;
Cons x xs -> Cons(f x)(map f xs)};
foldr :: b -> (a -> b -> b) -> List a -> b;
foldr = \n xs ->
ase xs of {
Nil
-> n;
Cons y ys -> y (foldr n ys)};
upto :: Int -> Int -> List Int;
upto = \low high ->
ase low > high of {
True -> Nil;
False -> Cons low (upto(low + 1)(high))};
sum :: List Int -> Int;
sum = foldr 0 (+);
sos :: Int -> Int -> Int;
sos = \lo hi -> sum(map(square)(upto lo hi))
Figure 1. Re ursive fun tions on lists

Su h fun tions are ommonly de ned as re ursive operations that onstru t and
de onstru t data stru tures. The de nitions in Figure 1 are ommon examples of
su h fun tions; sum and foldr onsume lists, upto produ es lists, and map does
both. Using these fun tions we an, for instan e, de ne the sum of the squares
of the numbers lo to hi as
sos :: Int -> Int -> Int
sos = \lo hi -> sum(map(square)(upto lo hi))

where the fun tion square is de ned as
square :: Int -> Int
square = \x -> (x * x)

This implementation of the sum-of-squares fun tion is straightforward and
modular. Its disadvantage is that it onstru ts, traverses, and de onstru ts two
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intermediate lists | even though both the input and output of the omputation
are integers. This is omputationally expensive, both slowing exe ution time and
in reasing heap spa e requirements.
It is often possible to avoid manipulating intermediate data stru tures by
using a more elaborate style of programming in whi h parts from omponent
fun tions are intermingled. In this monolithi style of programming the sum-ofsquares fun tion is de ned as
sos' :: Int -> Int -> Int
sos' = \lo hi ->
let {sos'' :: Int -> Int;
sos'' = \i -> ase i > hi of {
True -> 0;
False -> square(i) + sos''(i + 1)}}
in sos''(lo)

Note that no intermediate data stru tures at all are pro essed by sos'. In this
ase, eliminating the manipulation of intermediate lists results in an order of
magnitude gain in program performan e.
Experien ed programmers writing a square summing fun tion would instin tively produ e sos' rather than sos; small fun tions like sos are easily optimized
at the keyboard. But when programs are either very large or very omplex, even
experien ed programmers may nd that eliminating intermediate data stru tures
by hand is not a very attra tive alternative to the modular style of programming.
In su h situations a tool for automati ally eliminating them is needed.

2.1. Deforestation
Automati elimination of intermediate data stru tures by transformation
ombines the larity and maintainability of the modular style of programming
with the eÆ ien y of the monolithi style. The pro ess of eliminating intermediate data stru tures from programs is often alled deforestation after an early
transformation te hnique of Wadler [36℄ whi h removes tree-like data stru tures
from rst-order programs.
In Wadler's deforestation, ompositions of treeless expressions (a synta ti
restri tion of normal expressions that allows no intermediate data stru tures) are
transformed into new treeless expressions. The te hnique uses fun tion unfolding
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to expose onsumption of onstru tors by ase sele tions. Subsequent folding
reates new re ursive fun tions. To prevent non-termination of unfolding, global
program patterns must be monitored. Be ause this is omputationally expensive, Wadler's deforestation has not been in orporated into fun tional language
ompilers.
Gill et al. [9,10℄ introdu e a less general, but heaper, variant of deforestation for list-produ ing and - onsuming fun tions. The key observation underlying
their short ut to deforestation is that many list-manipulating fun tions an be
written in terms of the uniform list- onsuming fun tion foldr and the uniform
list-produ ing fun tion build. Sin e foldr is another name for the standard
atamorphism for lists, we denote it by ata-list in this paper. And sin e the
build fun tion of Gill et al. is the instantiation to lists of a more general build
fun tion applying to arbitrary regular data types, we denote it by build-list
below.
Operationally, ata-list takes as input types a and b, a repla ement
fun tion f1 :: a -> b -> b for Cons[a℄, a repla ement fun tion f2 :: b
for Nil[a℄, and a list ls of type List a. (The list onstru tors Cons
and Nil have the polymorphi types forall a. a -> List a -> List a and
forall a. List a, respe tively, and so must be instantiated for ea h parti ular list type; the notation e[t℄ instantiates the polymorphi expression e to
type t.) It repla es by f1 and f2, respe tively, all o urren es of Cons[a℄ and
Nil[a℄ in ls whi h a tually ontribute to the result of the omputation. The
result is a value of type b. The fun tion build-list, on the other hand, takes as
input a fun tion g providing a type-independent template for onstru ting lists
and instantiates its \abstra t" list onstru tors with appropriate instan es of the
\ on rete" list onstru tors Cons and Nil. In other words, if g is any fun tion
with polymorphi type forall b . b -> (a -> b -> b) -> b, then
build-list[a℄(g) = g[List a℄ (Nil[a℄) (Cons[a℄)

Compositions of list- onsuming and -produ ing fun tions de ned in terms
of ata-list and build-list an be simpli ed (deforested) by means of the
short ut fusion rule for lists:
ata-list[a℄[t℄(f1, f2)(build-list[a℄(g)) = g[t℄ f1 f2

The short ut des ribes one pre ise way in whi h ompilers an take advantage
of uniformity in the produ tion and onsumption of lists to optimize programs
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map :: (a -> b) -> List a -> List b;
map = \f l ->
build[List b℄(/\t -> \(n :: t) ( :: (b -> t -> t)) ->
ata[List a℄[t℄(n, \(y :: b) -> (f y)) l);
foldr :: b -> (a -> b -> b) -> List a -> b;
foldr = \n -> ata[List a℄[b℄(n, );
upto :: Int -> Int -> List Int;
upto = \lo hi ->
build[List Int℄
(/\t -> \(n :: t) ( :: int -> t -> t) ->
let {upto':: Int -> t;
upto' = \i -> ase i > hi of {
True -> n;
False -> (i)(upto'(i + 1))}}
in upto'(lo));
sum :: List Int -> Int;
sum = ata[List Int℄[Int℄(0, (+))
Figure 2. Fun tions in build- ata form

whi h manipulate them. It makes sense intuitively: the result of a omputation
is the same regardless of whether the fun tion g is rst applied to Cons and Nil
and o urren es of Cons and Nil in the resulting list are then repla ed by f1
and f2, respe tively, or the abstra t onstru tors in g are repla ed by f1 and f2,
respe tively, dire tly. The fa t that g is polymorphi in its result type t ensures
the orre tness of this fusion rule.

2.2. An Example of Cata-Build Fusion
Figure 2 shows the build- ata forms of the fun tions in Figure 1. The notation /\a -> e denotes the abstra tion of type variable a from the expression
e. Su h an expression has type forall a . t, where t is the type of e. Type
abstra tion is normally impli it in de nitions in Haskell be ause it only o urs at
the top of a de nition, i.e., a Haskell de nition f = \x -> e that is polymorphi
in type variable a abbreviates the de nition f = /\a -> \x -> e.
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The deforested fun tion sos' an be derived from sos by inlining the de nitions in Figure 2 and applying the short ut in onjun tion with the standard
program simpli ation rules in Se tion 7. Inlining the (type-instantiated) fun tion de nitions for sum, map and square gives
sos = \lo hi -> sum(map(square)(upto lo hi))
= \lo hi ->
ata[List Int℄[Int℄(0, (+))
((\f l -> build[List Int℄
(/\t -> \(n :: t) ( :: Int -> t -> t) ->
ata[List Int℄[t℄(n, \(y :: Int) -> (f y)) l))
(\x -> x * x) (upto lo hi))

Simplifying the appli ation of map to square and upto lo hi produ es
= \lo hi ->
ata[List Int℄[Int℄(0, (+))
(build[List Int℄
(/\t -> \(n :: t) ( :: Int -> t -> t) ->
ata[List Int℄[t℄(n, \(y :: Int) -> (y*y))(upto lo hi))

Applying the short ut rule to the ata-build pair and simplifying yields
= \lo hi ->
ata[List Int℄[Int℄(0, \(y :: Int) -> (+)(y*y))(upto lo hi)

Inlining the de nition for upto gives
= \lo hi ->
ata[List Int℄[Int℄(0, \(y :: Int) -> (+)(y*y))
(build[List Int℄
(/\t -> \ (n :: t) ( :: Int -> t -> t) ->
let {upto'::Int -> t;
upto' = \i -> ase i > hi of {
True -> n;
False -> (i)(upto'(i+1))}}
in upto'(lo)))

Using the short ut and simplifying on e more gives
sos = \lo hi ->
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let {upto'::Int -> Int;
upto' = \i -> ase i > hi of {
True -> 0;
False -> (i*i) + (upto'(i+1))}}
in upto'(lo)

Up to renaming and inlining of square in the lo al fun tion, this is pre isely the
de nition of sos'.

2.3. Warm Fusion: Automati ally Deriving Cata-Build Forms
The short ut fusion rule al ulates program improvement based on a program's expli it lo al stru ture. To do this, it requires that fun tions be written
in the highly stylized build- ata form, rather than using expli it re ursion. But
this is often not the most natural way to develop programs. Moreover, be ause
build does not have a Hindley-Milner type | and so an only be used in ertain
well-de ned ways | providing it for programmers' dire t use is problemati . The
warm fusion algorithm of Laun hbury and Sheard [16℄ was designed to automate
the safe introdu tion of build into re ursive list-pro essing fun tions, as well as
the transformation of the resulting fun tions into equivalent ones in build- ata
form.
The existen e of a atamorphism and a build fun tion for ea h regular data
type makes it possible to generalize the warm fusion method to arbitrary regular
data types. If F is a fun tor de ning a regular data type, then the atamorphism
ata[F a1...an℄[t℄(f1,...,fn) repla es the onstru tors of a data stru ture
of type F a1...an with the fun tions fi. The result of the atamorphism has
type t. The data stru ture-produ ing fun tion build[F a1...an℄, on the other
hand, takes as input a polymorphi fun tion g whi h onstru ts the kind of data
stru tures asso iated with the fun tor F. It repla es the abstra t data onstru tors
of g by the on rete data onstru tors i to produ e the data stru ture of type
F a whose des ription g embodies. That is,
build[F a1...an℄(g) = g[F a1...an℄ 1 ... n.

Note that ata-list[a℄[t℄ is just ata[List a℄[t℄ and build-list[a℄ is
pre isely build[List a℄, where List is the fun tor asso iated with the list data
type. The short ut fusion rule for ata-list and build-list generalizes to:
ata[F a1...an℄[t℄(f1,...,fn)(build[F a1...an℄(g)) = g[t℄ f1...fn
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2.4. Warm Fusion by Example
To illustrate the pro ess of warm fusion we will examine the transformation of the onsumer-produ er map. We refer the reader to [16℄ for theoreti al
justi ation of the method. In the following examples we will omit the type de larations for variables and onstru tors when these are lear from the ontext or
from previous de larations.

Abstra ting from Constru tors The goal of the prepro essing step of warm fusion

is to transform a re ursive de nition into a de nition in build- ata form:
f = /\a1 ... an -> \x ... ->
build[F a1...an℄(/\t -> \ 1... n ->
ata[F a1...an℄[t℄(h1,...,hm) x)

The fun tional argument of build is a atamorphism that onsumes the input
data stru ture x and builds up a stru ture that is onstru ted with the abstra t
onstru tors i. This transformation shifts the re ursion boundary of the fun tion from the site of onstru tion of the result data stru ture to the site of
onsumption of the input data stru ture. All re ursion in build- ata forms is
expressed via atamorphisms.
The rst phase of the transformation abstra ts away from the on rete onstru tors in the body of the fun tion. This annot be done simply by repla ing all onstru tors in the body by variables, however, be ause not all o urren es of onstru tors ne essarily ontribute to the result of the omputation.
By applying ata[F a1...an℄[t℄( 1,..., n) to the body of the fun tion, the
result-produ ing onstru tors are transformed into the orresponding abstra t
onstru tors i.
The identity
x = build[F b1..bn℄(/\ t -> \ 1 ... n ->
ata[F b1..bn℄[t℄( 1, ..., n) x)

is used to introdu e this atamorphism to the body. For map this be omes
map = /\a b -> \f l ->
build[List b℄(/\t -> \(n :: t) ( :: b -> t -> t) ->
ata[List b℄[t℄(n, )(
ase l of {
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Nil -> Nil;
Cons x xs -> Cons(f x)(map[a℄[b℄ f xs)))}

Distribution of the atamorphism over the ase expression gives
map = /\a b -> \f l -> build[List b℄(/\t -> \n ->
ase l of {
Nil -> ata[List b℄[t℄(n, ) Nil;
Cons x xs -> ata[List b℄[t℄(n, )(Cons(f x)(map[a℄[b℄ f xs)))}

Spe ialization of the atamorphism to the onstru tors that it is applied to produ es:
map = /\a b -> \f l -> build[List b℄(/\t -> \n ->
ase l of {
Nil -> n;
Cons x xs -> (f x)( ata[List b℄[t℄(n, )(map[a℄[b℄ f xs)))}

Note that the atamorphism is applied to the re ursive se ond argument of the
abstra t repla ement fun tion for Cons.

Splitting o the Re ursive Consumer We have now abstra ted away from the

result-produ ing onstru tors of map and written it in the form of an abstra ted
all to build. Next we derive a atamorphism to repla e the ase analysis in map's
body. This is a omplished a ording to the steps outlined in the remainder of
this se tion.
First the fun tion body is split into two new de nitions. For map we get the
`wrapper' map and the `worker' map# (a generally appli able idea rst presented
in [24℄):
map = /\a b -> \f l ->
build[List b℄(/\t -> \n -> map# l [t℄ n )
map# = \l -> /\t -> \n ->
ase l of {
Nil -> n;
Cons x xs -> (f x)( ata[List b℄[t℄(n, )(map[a℄[b℄ f xs))}

The splitting has the e e t of isolating a re ursive de nition not involving build.
Note that the fun tion f and the type variables a and b are not passed to
map#. From the de nition of map before splitting it is lear that these arguments
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are passed un hanged to the re ursive all of map. That is, they are stati parameters of map. Sin e we do not abstra t over them, the stati parameters of a
fun tion remain free in the de nition of its worker. This means that f, a, and b
remain free in map#. When, at the end of the transformation, the transformed
version of the fun tion's worker is folded ba k into the de nition of its wrapper,
its stati parameters will be ome bound again.
By unfolding the wrapper in the worker we obtain a re ursive de nition of
the worker. For map we get
map# = \l -> /\t -> \n ->
ase l of {
Nil -> n;
Cons x xs ->
(f x)( ata[List b℄[t℄(n, )
((/\a' b' -> \f' l' ->
build[List b℄(/\t' -> \n' ' -> map# l' [t'℄ n' '))
[a℄[b℄ f xs))}

Beta-redu tion and short ut fusion redu es this to
map# = \l -> /\t -> \n ->
ase l of {
Nil -> n;
Cons x xs -> (f x)(map# xs [t℄ n )}

Observe now that all arguments ex ept for l are stati parameters of map#. By
repeating the splitting and unfolding pro edure on e more we get
map# = \l -> /\t -> \n -> map## l
map## = \l -> ase l of {
Nil -> n;
Cons x xs -> (f x)(map## xs)}

The parameters t, n, and of map# are now also re ognized as stati in map##.
The free variable f in map## is inherited from map. In [16℄, me hani al re ognition
of the abstra ted onstru tors as stati parameters (when they are), happens
magi ally.

Re ursion to Catamorphism Finally, the re ursive de nition of map## is turned
into a atamorphism by means of fold promotion. Fold promotion is based on a
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generi promotion theorem introdu ed by Mal olm [18℄. The promotion theorem,
whi h has its origins in a ategori al des ription of programming [11℄, des ribes
onditions under whi h the omposition of an arbitrary (stri t) fun tion and a
atamorphism over a regular data type may be fused to arrive at a new atamorphism equivalent to the original omposition. For map## the promotion theorem
takes the form
map## Nil = h1,
map##(Cons(y1, y2)) = h2(y1, map## y2)
---------------------------------------map##( ata[List a℄[List a℄(Nil, Cons) xs)
= ata[List a℄[t℄(h1, h2) xs

This means that we an nd h1 and h2 by applying map## to Nil and Cons y1 y2,
respe tively, and abstra ting from the re ursive all to map##. For Nil this simply
produ es the abstra ted onstru tor n. For Cons we get
h2 = \y1 y2 -> (\l -> ase l of {
Nil -> n;
Cons x xs -> (f x)(map## xs)})
(Cons z1 z2)

where the zi are spe ial onstants. This redu es to
\y1 y2 -> (f z1)(map## z2)

Now we use spe ial rewrite rules generated from the type of the onstru tor
to rewrite the dummy variables zi to the real variables yi. This makes it possible
to dis over the re ursive invo ation of the map## fun tion and repla e it by the
indu tion variable. For the Cons onstru tor the rewrite rules z1 -> y1 and
map## z2 -> y2 are generated. The rst orresponds to an o urren e of the
type parameter a and the se ond to a re ursive o urren e of the type List a.
By appli ation of the rewrite rules z1 -> y1 and map## z2 -> y2 the reursive all is re ognized and we get
h2 = \y1 y2 -> (f y1)(y2)

Putting this together gives the non-re ursive de nition
map## = \l -> ata[List a℄[t℄(n, \y1 y2 -> (f y1)(y2)) l
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Folding By unfolding the worker fun tions map## and map# ba k into their subsequent wrappers we obtain the build- ata form of map:

map = /\a b -> \f l -> build[List b℄(/\t -> \n ->
ata[List a℄[t℄(n, \y1 y2 -> (f y1)(y2)) l)

Transforming Programs The transformation pro edure illustrated above is at-

tempted (it may fail) for all fun tions. Compositions of fun tions in build- ata
form an be deforested by unfolding their de nitions and applying short ut fusion as part of standard simpli ation (see Se tion 7). The unfolding an be done
without risk of non-termination be ause the fun tions are not expli itly re ursive.
The build- ata forms in Figure 2 are all obtained using this transformation.
Note that not all of these fun tions do both produ e and onsume a list; foldr
only onsumes a list and upto only produ es a list. Their ata-and-or-build forms
are obtained using variants of the transformation pro ess des ribed above. These
variants are dis ussed in Se tion 7 below.
We have spe i ed the warm fusion transformation algorithm in Stratego.
In the remainder of this paper we will give an overview of the spe i ation. In
parti ular, we will dis uss the basi steps of the transformation su h as splitting,
unfolding, folding and deriving a atamorphism and how these an be used in
various ombinations and orders to obtain di erent results. First we give an
overview of Stratego itself.
3.

Stratego

In this se tion we brie y introdu e System S, a al ulus for the de nition of
tree transformations, and Stratego, a spe i ation language providing synta ti
abstra tions for System S expressions. For a detailed des ription of Stratego,
its operational semanti s, and additional examples of its use we refer the reader
to [1,17,34,35,31,33℄. Figure 3 shows a Stratego module de ning several generi
transformation operators. Other example spe i ations that use these operators
will be dis ussed in the rest of the paper.

3.1. System S
System S is a hierar hy of operators for expressing term transformations.
The rst level provides ontrol onstru ts for sequential non-deterministi programming, the se ond level introdu es ombinators for term traversal and the
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third level de nes operators for binding variables and for mat hing and building
terms.
Transformations in System S are applied to rst-order terms, whi h are
expressions over the grammar
t := x | C(t1,...,tn) | [t1,...,tn℄ | (t1,...,tn)

where x ranges over variables and C over onstru tors. The notation [t1,...,tn℄
abbreviates the list Cons(t1,...,Cons(tn,Nil)). In addition, the notation
[t1,..,tn | t℄ denotes Cons(t1,...,Cons(tn,t)).

Level 1: Sequential Non-deterministi Programming Strategies are programs

that attempt to transform terms into terms, at whi h they may su eed or fail.
In ase of su ess the result of su h an attempt is a transformed term. In ase
of failure there is no result of the transformation. Strategies an be ombined
into new strategies by means of the following operators. The identity strategy
id leaves the subje t term un hanged and always su eeds. The failure strategy fail always fails. The sequential omposition s1 ; s2 of strategies s1 and
s2 rst attempts to apply s1 to the subje t term and, if that su eeds, applies
s2 to the result. The non-deterministi hoi e s1 + s2 of strategies s1 and s2
attempts to apply either s1 or s2. It su eeds if either su eeds and it fails if
both fail; the order in whi h s1 and s2 are tried is unspe i ed. The deterministi
hoi e s1 <+ s2 of strategies s1 and s2 attempts to apply either s1 or s2, in
that order. The re ursive losure re x(s) of the strategy s attempts to apply
s to the entire subje t term and the strategy re x(s) to ea h o urren e of
the variable x in s. The test strategy test(s) tries to apply the strategy s. It
su eeds if s su eeds, and reverts the subje t term to the original term. It also
fails if s fails. The negation not(s) su eeds (with the identity transformation)
if s fails and fails if s su eeds. Two examples of strategies that an be de ned
with these operators are the try and repeat strategies in Figure 3.

Level 2: Term Traversal The ombinators dis ussed above ombine strategies

that apply transformations to the root of a term. In order to apply transformations throughout a term it is ne essary to traverse it. For this purpose, System S
provides a ongruen e operator C(s1,...,sn) for ea h n-ary onstru tor C. It
applies to terms of the form C(t1,...,tn) and applies si to ti. An example of
the use of ongruen es is the operator map(s) de ned in Figure 3 that applies a
strategy s to ea h element of a list.
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module traversals
imports lists
strategies
try(s)
repeat(s)
map(s)
filter(s)
topdown(s)
bottomup(s)
downup(s)
downup2(s1, s2)
alltd(s)
on etd(s)
sometd(s)
manytd(s)
onebu(s)
somebu(s)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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s <+ id
re x(try(s; x))
re x(Nil + Cons(s, x))
re x(Nil + Cons(s, x) <+ Tl; x)
re x(s; all(x))
re x(all(x); s)
re x(s; all(x); s)
re x(s1; all(x); s2)
re x(s <+ all(x))
re x(s <+ one(x))
re x(s <+ some(x))
re x(s; all(try(x)) <+ some(x))
re x(one(x) <+ s)
re x(some(x) <+ s)

Figure 3. Spe i ation of several generi term traversal strategies.

Congruen es an be used to de ne traversals over spe i data stru tures.
Spe i ation of generi traversals (e.g., pre- or post-order over arbitrary stru tures) requires more generi operators. The operator all(s) applies s to all
hildren of a onstru tor appli ation C(t1,...,tn). In parti ular, all(s) is the
identity on onstants ( onstru tor appli ations without hildren). The strategy
one(s) applies s to one hild of a onstru tor appli ation C(t1,...,tn); it is
pre isely the failure strategy on onstants. The strategy some(s) applies s to
some of the hildren of a onstru tor appli ation C(t1,...,tn), i.e., to at least
one and as many as possible. Like one(s), some(s) fails on onstants.
Figure 3 de nes various traversals based on these operators. For instan e,
on etd(s) tries to nd one appli ation of s somewhere in the term starting at
the root working its way down; s <+ one(x) rst attempts to apply s, if that
fails an appli ation of s is (re ursively) attempted at one of the hildren of the
subje t term. If no appli ation is found the traversal fails. Compare this to the
traversal alltd(s), whi h nds all outermost appli ations of s and never fails.

Level 3: Mat h, Build and Variable Binding The operators we have introdu ed
thus far are useful for repeatedly applying transformation rules throughout a
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term. A tual transformation rules are onstru ted by means of pattern mat hing
and building of pattern instantiations.
A mat h ?t su eeds if the subje t term mat hes with the term t. As a
side-e e t, any variables in t are bound to the orresponding subterms of the
subje t term. If a variable was already bound before the mat h, then the binding
only su eeds if the terms are the same. This enables non-linear pattern mat hing, so that a mat h su h as ?F(x, x) su eeds only if the two arguments of F in
the subje t term are equal. This non-linear behavior an also arise a ross other
operations. For example, the two onse utive mat hes ?F(x, y); ?F(y, x) su eed exa tly when the two arguments of F are equal. On e a variable is bound it
annot be unbound.
A build !t repla es the subje t term with the instantiation of the pattern t
using the urrent bindings of terms to variables in t. A s ope {x1,...,xn: s}
makes the variables xi lo al to the strategy s. This means that bindings to these
variables outside the s ope are undone when entering the s ope and are restored
after leaving it. The operation where(s) applies the strategy s to the subje t
term. If su essful, it restores the original subje t term, keeping only the newly
obtained bindings to variables.

Built-in Data types There are two prede ned sorts with an in nite number of

onstru tors: integers and strings. Several operators provide standard operations
on these data types. Of parti ular importan e for our purposes is the operator
new that builds a new string that does not o ur anywhere in the term being
transformed.

3.2. Spe i ations
The spe i ation language Stratego provides synta ti abstra tions for System S expressions. A spe i ation onsists of a olle tion of modules that de ne
signatures, transformation rules, and strategy de nitions.
A signature de lares the sorts and operations ( onstru tors) that make up
the stru ture of the language(s) being transformed. An example signature is
shown in Figure 4. A strategy de nition f(x1,...,xn) = s introdu es a new
strategy operator f parameterized with strategies x1 through xn and with body s.
Su h de nitions annot be re ursive, i.e., they annot refer (dire tly or indire tly)
to the operator being de ned. All re ursion must be expressed expli itly by means
of the re ursion operator re . Labeled transformation rules are abbreviations of
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a parti ular form of strategy de nitions. A onditional rule L : l -> r where s
with label L, left-hand side l, right-hand side r, and ondition s denotes a strategy
de nition L = {x1,...,xn: ?l; where(s); !r}. Here, the body of the rule
rst mat hes the left-hand side l against the subje t term, and then attempts
to satisfy the ondition s. If that su eeds, it builds the right-hand side r. The
rule is en losed in a s ope that makes all term variables xi o urring freely in l,
s and r lo al to the rule. If more than one de nition is provided with the same
name, e.g., f(xs) = s1 and f(xs) = s2, this is equivalent to a single de nition
with the sum of the original bodies as body, i.e., f(xs) = s1 + s2.
Strategy operators an only have strategies as arguments. Data an be
passed to strategy operators by wrapping them in build expressions. For instan e, the strategy map(!A) will repla e every element of a list by the onstant
term A. Parameterized strategies have not often been used in previous Stratego spe i ations. They are nevertheless riti al in spe ifying the warm fusion
transformer and in other situations in whi h information must be passed between
strategies.
The following de nitions provide a useful shorthand. The notation <s> t
denotes !t; s, i.e., the strategy whi h builds the term t and then applies s to
it. The notation s => t denotes s; ?t, i.e., the strategy whi h applies s to
the urrent subje t term and then mat hes the result against t. The ombined
notation <s> t => t' thus denotes !t; s; ?t'. The <s> t notation an also
be used inside a term in a build expression. For example, the strategy expression
!F(<s> t, t') orresponds to {x: <s> t => x; !F(x,t')}, where x is a new
variable.

3.3. Derived Idioms
Stratego's synta ti abstra tions give rise to a number of useful programming
idioms. Foremost among these are re ursive patterns and distributed patterns.
Re ursive patterns are strategy expressions that des ribe term formats by
means of ongruen es and re ursion. Nested ongruen es in Stratego are similar
to pattern mat hing in fun tional languages, and Stratego's re ursive patterns
involving nested patterns are akin to re ursive fun tions whi h verify the stru ture
of terms. Like pattern mat hing in fun tional languages, Stratego's re ursive
patterns are ompletely general. For example, the following re ursive pattern
des ribes the subset of Haskell expressions that orresponds to untyped - al ulus
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module AHaskell
signature
sorts De l Constr Type Exp Alt
operations
Program
: List(De l)

-> Program

Data
: Type * List(Constr) * Deriving
ConstrDe l : Option(Forall) * Option(Context)
* String * List(Type)

-> De l

SignDe l
Valdef

: Vars * Type
: Exp * Exp

-> De l
-> De l

TCon
TVar
TApp
TFun
Forall

:
:
:
:
:

String
String
Type * List(Type)
List(Type) * Type
List(String) * Type

->
->
->
->
->

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

Typed
Var
Constr
Lit
Abs
App
Let
Case
Alt
TAbs
TInst

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Exp * Type
String
String
Literal
List(Exp) * Option(Type) * Exp
Exp * List(Exp)
List(De l) * Exp
Exp * List(Alt)
Exp * Option(Type) * Exp
List(String) * Exp
Exp * List(Type)

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Alt
Exp
Exp

Build
Cata

: Type * Exp
: Type * Type * List(Exp)

Figure 4. Signature for kernel Haskell.

-> Constr

-> Exp
-> Exp
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terms:
lambda-exp =
re x(Var(id) + App(x, x) + Abs([Var(id)℄, None, x))

Their use is further demonstrated in the term format he king in Se tion 5. They
an also be used to hara terize more ompli ated formats su h as normal forms
or expressions in a ore language. More generally, re ursive patterns an be used
whenever expressions in a sublanguage of a larger representation language must
be re ognized or manipulated.
Distributed patterns ombine the pattern mat hing of re ursive patterns
with the traversal apabilities of strategy operators. They serve as \pattern
templates" that an be used to mat h against expressions ontaining spe i ed
subexpressions at variable depths within them. For example, the warm fusion
transformer uses the distributed pattern underabstr to determine whether or not
a term in the expression language of Figure 4 ontains an appli ation whose argument term is an abstra tion in whi h the variable (determined by the strategy)
s appears:
underabstr(s) = on etd(App(id, Abs(id,id,on etd(Var(s)))))

Note that the argument term to the abstra tion need not a tually be the variable
determined by s; all that is required is that the variable appear somewhere within
the argument term. More general distributed patterns are onstru ted with the
same ease.

3.4. Implementation
The Stratego ompiler translates a spe i ation to a C program that reads a
term and applies the spe i ed transformation to it. The ompiler rst translates
a spe i ation to a System S expression, whi h is then translated to a list of
abstra t ma hine instru tions. The instru tions are implemented in C. The runtime system is based on the ATerm library [3℄, whi h supports omplete sharing
of subterms (hash- onsing). ATerms are also used for ex hange of data between
omponents of a transformation systems. The ompiler is bootstrapped, i.e.,
implemented in Stratego itself. The Stratego library [32℄ provides a large of
number generi , language independent rules and strategies.
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Ar hite ture

The ar hite ture of the warm fusion program transformation system is depi ted in Figure 5. The system onsists of four main omponents: a parser,
type he ker, the a tual warm fusion transformer, and a pretty-printer. The system ould have been de ned as a single omponent, but dividing it into separate
omponents en ourages separation of on erns during development and makes future appli ation of the transformation tool in another setting | e.g., onne tion
to a ompiler front-end | easier.
The parser is generated from a spe i ation of the full1 Haskell98 syntax
[23℄ in the syntax de nition formalism SDF2 [30℄. Although the parser supports
the full syntax, urrently only the kernel subset of Haskell is supported by the
subsequent omponents. A Haskell desugaring omponent an be added in the
future to extend the transformer to full Haskell.
Note that SDF2 based parsers are not required for Stratego. Parsing frontends an also be written using YACC or any other parser generator, as long as
the generated parsers output abstra t syntax trees in the ATerm format. The
SDF2 parser that we use a tually outputs parse trees. These are transformed to
abstra t syntax trees by a generi | i.e., grammar independent | tool (implodeas x) written in Stratego.
The urrent type he ker is basi ally a prepro essor that distributes type
information from signature de larations to variable uses. This ould be enhan ed
to a tool that does full type inferen e, but for the purposes of our ase study this
was not ne essary; types of variables are de lared expli itly in input programs.
Note that this is not too mu h of a restri tion. In Haskell it is ustomary to
de lare the types of fun tions anyway.
The intermediate data stru tures that are ex hanged between omponents
are represented in the generi ATerm format [3℄. Furthermore, ea h omponent
onsumes and produ es a di erent subset of the general abstra t syntax of the
language. These formats are also des ribed in Stratego by means of strategies
that he k the stru ture of a term. These strategies an be used by omponents
to verify their input.
The warm fusion transformer pro esses ea h of the fun tion de nitions in a
program and tries to transform it into build- ata form. It also inlines previously
transformed fun tions in the de nitions it is pro essing to a hieve deforestation
1

The syntax de nition is omplete up to layout.
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parse

hs-input

type- he k

hs-typed

warm fusion

hs-output

pretty-print
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HaskellSyntax.sdf

implodeas x.r
HS-Input.r

Type he k.r

HS-Typed.r

WF-Main.r

HS-output.r

PP-Haskell.r

uses

box2text

Figure 5. Ar hite ture of the warm fusion transformation tool. Boxes represent data, ellipses
represent omponents. Dashed arrows represent generation of omponents from spe i ations
via the Stratego ompiler (s ), the SDF2 parser generator (pgen) and a C ompiler (g ). The
intermediate data-formats are also des ribed in Stratego and format he kers are generated from
their spe i ations.
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by the short ut.
The pretty-printer is a formatter that translates abstra t syntax to strings.
A Stratego spe i ation (PP-Haskell) de nes the translation from abstra t syntax to Box terms. These are translated to formatted text by a generi Box
formatter [4,15℄.
In the next se tions we will dis uss various aspe ts of the spe i ation of the
warm fusion transformation system. In Se tion 5 we dis uss the spe i ation of
the abstra t syntax, he king subsets of an abstra t syntax, and the spe i ation
of bound variable renaming and substitution by instantiating generi language
independent algorithms. In Se tion 6 we present the overall stru ture of the
transformer. In Se tion 7 we dis uss the details of some of the transformations.
5.

Abstra t Syntax

The warm fusion transformation is performed on the abstra t syntax of
kernel Haskell, or AHaskell. The signature of the language is shown in Figure 4.
It is a standard fun tional language with abstra tion, appli ation, data type
de onstru tion by means of ase expressions, and a re ursive let binding. The
language is expli itly typed, whi h entails that types of variables in bindings an
be de lared, and that atomi expressions (variables, onstru tors and onstants)
an be annotated with their types. Polymorphi expressions are onstru ted by
means of type abstra tion and instantiated by means of type appli ation. A
program onsists of a list of type and fun tion de nitions.

5.1. Format Che king
In the ourse of the transformation we en ounter three intermediate formats
that are subsets of AHaskell (Figure 4). The input format hs-input allows
atomi expressions without type annotations be ause requiring annotations would
lutter the sour e ode. It also allows in x operators as synta ti sugar for
pre x appli ation. In the intermediate format hs-typed all atomi expressions
are annotated with their types and are type orre t. In addition, all operators
are in pre x form. Like hs-typed, the output format hs-output requires fully
annotated atoms, but it also allows expressions onstru ted using the Build and
Cata operators. The latter are not allowed in the input to the transformation.
These three expression formats ould be des ribed by introdu ing three separate signatures with di erent onstru tors. This would, however, require three
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sets of names for the same onstru ts and trivial translations from one set to
the next. Instead, we use one signature and the re ursive patterns of Se tion 3
to hara terize the three restri tions. These re ursive patterns do ument the
formats and an be used to he k the inputs to the transformation omponents.
We now onsider in turn the forms of expressions in ea h of the three subformats of AHaskell. Atomi expressions in the hs-typed format onsist of a
variable, onstru tor or literal and a type annotation as des ribed by the patterns
AExp = Var(id) + Constr(id) + Lit(id)
atom(t) = Typed(AExp, t)
TypedVar = Typed(Var(id),Type)
TypedAtom = atom(Type)

where Type is a re ursive pattern whi h des ribes the stru ture of AHaskell's
types. Type annotations are represented by means of the onstru tor Typed,
whi h represents the e::t notation in Haskell. Note that these patterns are
parameterized with the format for types t. The basi shape of a hs-typed expression is des ribed by the patterns
exp(e, t, pat, var) =
Abs(list(var), option(t), e) +
Case(e, list(alt(e, t, pat))) +
Let(list(de l(e, t)), e) +
App(e, list(e)) +
TAbs(list(TVar(id)), e) +
TInst(e, list(t))
alt(e, t, pat) =
Alt(pat, option(t), e)
simple-pattern(var) =
Constr(id) +
App(Constr(id), list(var))
TypedPat =
simple-pattern(TypedVar)

and a typed expression is hara terized by the re ursive pattern
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TypedExp =
re e(TypedAtom + exp(e, Type, TypedPat, TypedVar))

In the hs-input format, atomi expressions (variables, onstru tors and
literals) an be untyped. Furthermore, in x operator appli ations in addition to
pre x appli ation and binary in addition to n-ary appli ation are allowed. This
is des ribed by
PreVar =
Var(id) +
Typed(Var(id), PreType)
PrePat =
simple-pattern(PreVar)
+ re x(AppBin(x, PreVar) + Constr(id))
pre-exp(e) =
OpApp(e, id, e) +
AppBin(e, e) +
Negation(e) +
If(e, e, e)
PreExp =
re e(AExp + atom(PreType) + pre-exp(e) +
exp(e, PreType, PrePat, PreVar))

The type he ker normalizes in x and binary appli ations to n-ary appli ations
and annotates all atomi expressions with their types.
Finally, the expressions in the output format hs-output are typed expressions extended with Build and Cata operators:
ext-exp(e, t) =
Cata(t, t, list(e)) +
Build(t, e)
ExtExp =
re e(TypedAtom + exp(e, Type, TypedPat, TypedVar) +
ext-exp(e, Type))
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5.2. Variable Renaming and Substitution

AHaskell has variable binding onstru ts. The Stratego library de nes (using standard Stratego) the generi , language independent strategies rename for
renaming bound variables, substitute for parallel substitution of expressions
for variables, and free-vars for the extra tion of the free variables from an expression. These operations are instantiated by de laring the shape of variables,
indi ating the binding onstru ts, and identifying the binding positions. We illustrate their instantiation for AHaskell. The implementation of the generi
algorithms is presented in [33℄.
The following rules are used to des ribe the shape of variables.
IsVar(s)
ExpVar
ExpVar
ExpVars

:
:
:
:

Var(x) -> Var(<s> Var(x))
Typed(Var(x),_) -> Var(x)
Var(x) -> Var(x)
Var(x) -> [Var(x)℄

The binding onstru ts of expressions are lambda abstra tion, ase alternatives,
and let binding. The rules ExpBnd de ne the proje tion from these onstru ts to
the list of variables that they bind.
ExpBnd
ExpBnd
ExpBnd
De lVar

:
:
:
:

Abs(xs, _, _) -> <map(ExpVar)> xs
Alt(App( , xs), t, e) -> <map(ExpVar)> xs
Let(de ls, e) -> <filter(De lVar)> de ls
Valdef(Var(x), e) -> Var(x)

Using the rules above the instantiations of free-vars, substitute, and rename
for expressions are
expvars = free-vars(ExpVars, ExpBnd)
exprename = rename(IsVar, ExpBnd)
expsubst = substitute(Typed(Var(id),id) + Var(id), etrename)

Proper substitution entails that bound type variables in expressions that are
substituted for term variables are also renamed, and so an exer ise similar to that
above must be arried out for type variables. This gives rise to the orresponding
operators tpvars, tpsubst, and tprename for types. The strategy etrename is
the sequential omposition of exprename and tprename.
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Transformer: Big Pi ture

In this se tion we dis uss the spe i ation of the top-level of the warm
fusion transformer. The reader is dire ted to [14℄, from whi h the following ode
is ex erpted, for a omplete ode listing.

6.1. Transforming a Program
The main strategy takes a program, i.e., a list of type and fun tion de larations, and transforms ea h in turn. This is a hieved by a transition step for ea h
de laration:
Main = etrename;
where( olle t-data-defs);
InitWF;
repeat(TransformDe l <+ NormD);
ExitWF

Note that all bound variables in the entire program are rst renamed to establish
the unique variable invariant. Furthermore, the strategy olle t-data-defs
nds the data type de nitions in the program and stores them in a symbol table
for later referen e. The initial on guration is reated from a list of de larations
and the nal on guration derives a transformed list of de larations:
InitWF :
ds -> ([℄, [℄, ds)
ExitWF :
(ds1, ds2, [℄) -> <reverse> ds2

The rst a umulator list stores the fun tions that have been transformed to
build- ata form. These are used for inlining in other fun tions. The se ond
a umulator list stores all fun tions, in luding the non-transformed ones.
A de nition is transformed by rst inlining fun tions that were transformed
earlier (in the list ds1) and then applying the warm fusion transformation to it.
TransformDe l :
(ds1, ds2, [d | ds3℄) -> ([d' | ds1℄, [d' | ds2℄, ds3)
where <ior(inline(!ds1), Transform)> d => d'
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Inlining and transformation an fail. If at least one su eeds then the result is
onsidered to be transformed and is added to both a umulator lists. (The rule
ior omputes the in lusive or of two strategies, i.e., ior(s1,s2) applies s1, s2 or
both.) If both fail then the fun tion is added only to the list of non-transformed
fun tions using the rule
NormD :
(ds1, ds2, [d| ds3℄) -> (ds1, [d| ds2℄, ds3)

Inlining is a hieved by repla ing alls to fun tions in a given list of de larations by (renamings of) their bodies and then simplifying the resulting expressions
using the rules of Se tion 7. Inlining repla es as many alls as possible, but at
least one all must be repla ed in order for it to su eed:
inline(mkenv) = manytd(Inline(mkenv)); simplify

The fun tion to be inlined is looked up in the list of de larations passed to the
rule Inline. The strategy <not(in)> he ks for re ursion in the de nition of the
fun tion. Re ursive fun tions are not inlined.
Inline(mkenv) :
Typed(Var(x), t) -> <tpsubst; etrename> (sbs, e)
where mkenv; fet h(?Valdef(Var(x), e)); <not(in)> (Var(x), e);
<tpunify> [(<type> e, t)℄ => sbs

6.2. Transforming a De nition
The basi algorithm for transforming a re ursive de nition to build- ata
form | as de ned in [16℄ and illustrated in Se tion 2 | is the following:
Transform =
IntroBuildCata;
simplify;
SplitBodyCP;
Unfold1in2;
[id, simplify;
MakeCataBody℄;
Unfold2in1;
simplify
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This strategy introdu es the build- ata identity, splits the body into a wrapper
and a worker, unfolds the wrapper in the worker, transforms the worker into
a atamorphism, and unfolds the worker ba k in the wrapper. In between it
simpli es the de nitions.
As we remarked in Se tion 2 this pro edure applies only to fun tions that
both onsume and produ e data stru tures. To a ommodate fun tions that
either only onsume or only produ e data stru tures we re ne the algorithm
using the same building blo ks to the following:
Transform =
((IntroBuildCata;
simplify;
(ConsumerProdu er
<+ Produ er
<+ NonRe ursiveProdu er))
<+ Consumer);
simplify

The strategies ConsumerProdu er, Consumer, Produ er, and NonRe ursiveProdu er represent the di erent possible ways of transforming a fun tion. The
strategy Consumer is applied when introdu tion of the outer build and ata fails.
In this ase the output type of the fun tion is not a data type and so the fun tion
does not produ e a data stru ture. It may, however, still be a onsumer. If,
on the other hand, the introdu tion of the outer build and ata su eeds, then
ConsumerProdu er splits the body of the fun tion into a wrapper and a worker
and tries to derive a atamorphism for the worker. If deriving a atamorphism
from the worker fails, then the fun tion is only a produ er.
Although it is not apparent at this level of abstra tion, the introdu tion
of the outer build and ata is governed by the input and output types of the
fun tion being transformed. We onsider the details of the above transformation
in Se tion 7.
The derivation of a atamorphism for the worker and unfolding it ba k in
the wrapper is de ned in the strategy BodyToCata:
BodyToCata =
Unfold1in2;
[id, simplify;
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SplitBodyP;
Unfold1in2;
[id, simplify;
MakeCataBody℄;
Unfold2in1℄;
Unfold2in1

Unlike Transform, this strategy splits and unfolds the worker twi e in order to
re ognize the abstra ted onstru tors as stati parameters.
7.

Transformer: Details

In this se tion we go into the details of some of the transformations mentioned above.

7.1. Simpli ation
The simpli er onsists of a number of standard simpli ation rules for fun tional programs su h as beta redu tion:
BetaOne :
App(Abs([x|xs℄, t, e), [a|as℄) ->
App(Abs(xs, t, <expsubst> ([x℄, [a℄, e)), as)
where <value> a + <linear> (x, e)

Here, value and linear are strategies that prevent dupli ation of work during
redu tion. An expression is a value if it represents either a fun tion or a data
obje t; a variable v appears linearly in the expression b if redu tion of b an
never ause dupli ation of any term substituted for v. Terms whi h do not en ode
omputation are literally opied regardless of whether or not the variables they
instantiate o ur linearly in their host terms.
The beta redu tion rule BetaOne redu es an appli ation of a fun tion to its
rst argument. The following rule redu es su h an appli ation as far as possible,
either exhausting all formal or all a tual parameters.
Beta :
App(Abs(xs, t, e), as) ->
App(Abs(ys, t, <expsubst> (sbs, e)), bs)
where <rest-zip(id)> (xs, as) => (ys, bs, sbs);
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(<lzip((id,value) + (Fst,id); linear)> (sbs, e))

Other simpli ation rules in lude elimination of dead let bindings, inlining
of let bindings, ase spe ialization, distribution of appli ation over ases, un urrying of expression and type appli ations; see the de nition of basi -rules below.
A parti ularly important rule for the warm fusion transformation is, of ourse,
ata-build fusion:
CataBuild :
App(Cata(t1, t2, fs), [Build(t1, g)℄) ->
App(TInst(g, [t2℄), fs)

Here t1 is the input type for the atamorphism and t2 is its return type. Similarly, t1 is the type of build's output.
These basi rules an be ombined in various ways to build simpli ers, depending on the desired e e t. We use the following on guration in the warm
fusion transformer.
basi _rules =
Beta + Eta + (Inl; Dead) + TEta + TBeta +
CaseConstr + CaseDistL + CaseDistR + Un urry
basi - ata = CataConstr + CataBuild + basi _rules
simplify = innermost(basi - ata)

The strategy innermost is de ned by
innermost(s) = re x(all(x); (s; x <+ id))

Although the de nition of simplify here uses innermost redu tion, Stratego's
separation of logi from ontrol make it parti ularly onvenient to hange the
term redu tion strategy used in the simpli er.

7.2. Build-Cata Introdu tion
The initial build- ata identity is introdu ed into the body of the fun tion
de nition under its leading abstra tions:
IntroBuildCata = Valdef(id, under-abs(MkBuildCata))
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where the notion `under its leading abstra tions' an be expressed by the re ursive
pattern
under-abs(s) = re x((Abs(id, id, x) + TAbs(id, x)) <+ s)

In on rete syntax the build- ata identity has the form
build[t1℄(/\t2 -> \fs :: t2 -> ( ata[t1℄[t2℄(fs) e))

where t1 is the type of the expression e, t2 is a new type variable and the fs
are the abstra t onstru tors orresponding to the onstru tors of the data type.
Generation of this form is de ned by the following rule:
MkBuildCata :
e -> Build(t1, TAbs([t2℄, Abs(fs, Some(t2),
App(Cata(t1, t2, fs), [e℄))))
where new-tvar => t2; <type> e => t1;
<get- onstru tors> t1 => de ls;
<lzip(AbsConstr)> ( de ls, (t1, t2)) => fs

Type information plays a ru ial role in build- ata introdu tion and subsequent
pro essing. It is used not only to determine whi h instan es of the Cata and Build
fun tions to introdu e, but also to generate arguments of the appropriate types
for these instan es. The strategy type derives the type from an expression. The
strategy get- onstru tors obtains the onstru tor de larations orresponding
to the type of e. For ea h onstru tor of the data type an abstra t onstru tor
(variable) with the appropriate type is onstru ted by rule AbsConstr:
AbsConstr :
(ConstrDe l(_, _, , ts), (t1, t2)) ->
Typed(Var(f), TFun(ts', t2))
where new => f; <map(try(?t1;!t2))> ts => ts'

The rule reates a variable expression with new variable f and its type. The
fun tion has the same number of arguments as the original onstru tor. The
output of the fun tion is of type t2. Where the onstru tor has a re ursive
argument, indi ated by the re ursion type t1, the output type t2 is instantiated.
The other arguments remain the same type.
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7.3. Splitting Fun tion De nitions
Splitting a fun tion into a wrapper and a worker involves determining where
in the body the split is performed, whi h variables the worker is abstra ted over,
reating the de nition of the worker and repla ing the expression in the wrapper
body by a all to the worker. There are several ways to do this. We dis uss one
of them.
The strategy SplitBodyP rst omputes the non-stati parameters vs of the
fun tion de nition and then splits the body. This is a hieved by instantiating
SplitBody with a strategy for splitting expressions:
SplitBodyP =
where(NonStati Params => vs);
SplitBody(SplitExpr(!vs))
Nonstati Params extra ts the nonstati parameters from a fun tion de nition;

the fun tion's ase sele tor must be the head of the list of nonstati parameters in
order to satisfy the stri tness requirement of the promotion theorem. Given any
list xs of value and type variables, the rule SplitExpr reates a de nition for a
fun tion with a new name f that has the expression as its body and abstra ts over
xs. It also reates a all to f with xs as arguments. The de nition of SplitExpr
assumes that the type parameters to a fun tion are always stati .
SplitExpr(mkxs) :
e -> (App(Typed(Var(f), t), xs), Valdef(Var(f), body))
where mkxs => xs; new => f;
<etrename> Abs(xs, Some(<type> e), e) => body;
<type> body => t

Given a strategy split for splitting an expression, rule SplitBody splits
the body of a fun tion de nition by reeping under its leading abstra tions and
splitting the expression it en ounters there.
SplitBody(split) :
Valdef(Var(x), body) -> [Valdef(Var(x), body'), def℄
where <under-abs-build(split => (e, def); !e)> body => body'

The split results in an expression (the all) and a new de nition. The expression split => (e, def); !e mat hes the result of splitting against the pattern
(e, def) and then repla es it by just the expression. The binding to def is used
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in the right-hand side of the rule, where a list of two de nitions is reated.
Sin e we want to split o the worker under the build expression, if present,
we use a variant of the under-abs pattern that we saw before.
under-abs-build(split) =
re x((Abs(id,id,x) + TAbs(id,x) + Build(id,split)) <+ split)

Similar patterns an be used to des ribe other ontexts in whi h a transformation
has to take pla e.
Parameterizing over under-abs-build as well as split would make SplitBody a ompletely generi splitting strategy. However, even as de ned here,
SplitBody is a general strategy for splitting under any type and term abstra tions and any builds in a fun tion de nition. Our splitting me hanism therefore
generalizes that from [24℄ upon whi h the wrapper-worker de omposition in [16℄ is
based. The extra generality is useful: splitting a fun tion de nition into a wrapper and a worker sometimes requires splitting under a fun tion's leading build,
while at other times no builds are present. The strategy under-abs-build given
here is general enough to a ommodate both situations.

7.4. Unfolding
Unfolding is de ned by the following ontextual rules [35℄ that repla e all
o uren es of atoms with the name of the fun tion being unfolded by its body.
Unfold1in2 :
[Valdef(Var(x),body1), Valdef(Var(y),body2[Typed(Var(x),_)℄)℄
-> [Valdef(Var(x),body1), Valdef(Var(y),body2[body1'℄(alltd))℄
where <exprename> body1 => body1'
Unfold2in1 :
[Valdef(Var(x),body1[Typed(Var(y),_)℄), Valdef(Var(y),body2)℄
-> Valdef(Var(x),body1[body2'℄(alltd))
where <not(in)> (Var(y), body2); <exprename> body2 => body2'

7.5. Cata Promotion
In Se tion 2 we dis ussed how a atamorphism an be derived from a re ursive de nition using the promotion theorem. The ore of the promotion is the
reation of a fun tion
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h = \z1 ... zn -> e( (y1)...(yn))

for ea h onstru tor with n arguments. The fun tion e is then unfolded exa tly
on e, and the result is simpli ed using the standard rules, together with a dynami ally generated set of rules that rewrite re ursive appli ations involving the
yis to the appropriate variables zi. The abstra t syntax of the initial form of
the fun tion h is
Abs(zs, App(e, [App(Typed(Constr( ), TFun(ts, t)), ys)℄))

The rule DynRules reates for a spe i onstru tor, the lists of y and z variables
and the orresponding dynami rewrite rules. The strategy dsimplify extends
the normal simpli ation with the appli ation of these dynami rules.
dsimplify(mkrls) = innermost(AppDynRule(mkrls) <+ basi _rules)

Putting this together the rule MkH reates the repla ement fun tion orresponding
to a onstru tor of the original fun tion's input data type.
MkH :
(ConstrDe l(_, _, , ts), (g, e, t)) -> h
where
<DynRules> (t, g, ) => (ys, zs, rls);
!Typed(Constr( ), TFun(ts, t)) => t;
<dsimplify(!rls)>
Abs(zs, None, App(<etrename> e,[App( t, ys)℄)) => h;
<not(on etd({y : ?Var(y);
where(<fet h(Typed(Var(?y),id))> ys)}))> h

Note that the bound variables in expression e are renamed to maintain the unique
variable invariant.
These repla ement fun tions are then used by MakeCataBody to onstru t
the atamorphi version of that fun tion's worker. Unfolding the worker in the
wrapper yields the build- ata form of the fun tion de nition being transformed.
MakeCataBody :
Valdef(Var(g), e) -> Valdef(Var(g), Cata(t1, t2, hs))
where <type> e => tg;
<split(dom, range)> tg => (t1, t2);
<get- onstru tors> t1 => de ls;
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<lzip(MkH)> ( de ls, (Typed(Var(g), tg), e, t1)) => hs

This on ludes our sample of the spe i ation. The omplete text of the
spe i ation an be found in [14℄.

8.

Related Work

The rst ideas for rewriting strategy operators with general traversal operators are des ribed in [17℄. In [35℄ these ideas are formalized by means of an
operational semanti s and are extended to the full set of System S operators
by splitting simple rewrite rules into mat h, build and s ope. This allows easy
expression of ontextual rules. An appli ation to the spe i ation of optimizers
is dis ussed. In [34℄ it is shown how System S an be used to des ribe various
features and evaluation strategies of traditional onditional rewriting systems.
In [31℄ three programming idioms for strategi pattern mat hing are studied: reursive patterns, ontextual rules, and overlays. The implementation of generi
algorithms su h as used for variable renaming and substitution is dis ussed in [33℄.
For a dis ussion of related work on rewriting strategies see [34℄. The relation to
other systems for program transformation is dis ussed in [35℄.
Te hniques for program fusion an be lassi ed into two broad ategories:
sear h-based and al ulation-based. The earliest te hniques for program fusion
[5,29,36,6℄ were sear h-based. These rely on analyses of the fold-unfold transformation pro ess of Burstall and Darlington to fuse ompositions of re ursive
fun tions. In sear h-based fusion it is ne essary to keep tra k at ea h step of the
transformation pro ess of all fun tion alls that have been made. New fun tion
de nitions to be used in unfolding must then be introdu ed. Sear h-based fusion
is systemati , but relies on lever ontrol me hanisms to avoid the possibility
of in nite sequen es of transformations by repeated unfolding of fun tion de nitions. As a result, good implementations of sear h-based fusion te hniques have
been somewhat diÆ ult to a hieve.
The warm fusion method and the short ut to deforestation whi h it fa ilitates are in the more re ent tradition of al ulation-based fusion [26,10,27,16,12℄.
In al ulation-based fusion the re ursive stru ture of ea h omponent parti ipating in the fusion is made expli it. This enables fusion by dire t appli ation of
simple transformation laws like the ata-build rule and the a id rain theorem [27℄.
The theoreti al basis for al ulation-based fusion lies in the study of onstru tive
algorithmi s [7,19,20℄.
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9.

Future Work

The implementation of program fusion algorithms o ers many additional opportunities for investigation. Among the issues pertaining dire tly to the Stratego
implementation and meriting attention are: experimenting with various orders
and strategies for applying the simpli ation transformations; experimenting with
more unfolding of fun tion de nitions when onverting re ursion to atamorphisms via fold promotion so that fusion is not unne essarily blo ked; making
inlining more ontext sensitive, so that build- ata forms are inlined only when
there is the possibility of fusion via the short ut; and extending the transformations with Gill's augment. Ben hmarking to determine the sense(s) in whi h
deforested programs are \better" than their monolithi ounterparts is also appropriate for the urrent warm fusion implementation. So is omparison of the
Stratego spe i ation with other implementations of warm fusion.
Other lines of inquiry involve the integration of automati fusion tools into
existing systems. Candidate systems in lude the optimizer of the RML ompiler
dis ussed in [28,35℄, as well as state-of-the-art fun tional language ompilers.
Nemeth [21℄ has re ently implemented warm fusion in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler and reported ben hmarks on programs from the no b suite [22℄.
Finally, rather than using Stratego as a tool to help deepen our understanding of program fusion te hniques, we an turn the relationship between
strategy-based languages and program fusion on its head and ask about possible
appli ations of fusion to strategy-based languages. Can we formalize our intuition that ertain ombinations of strategies should themselves be amenable to
suitable forms of strategy fusion? Is it possible, for example, to make pre ise the
observation that
!C(t1,...,tn); ?C(t1',...,tn') = !t1;?t1';...;!tn;?tn'

assuming that the term that is built is not used again?
10.

Con lusion

We have presented a ase study of the appli ation of Stratego to build a
omplete, non-trivial program transformation system. Table 1 shows the sizes of
the main omponents of the transformation system in number of modules, lines of
ode (text in luding omments), number of rules and number of strategies. Note
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language

omponent

mod

LOC

ons

650

39
rules

strat

300

{

SDF

Haskell.sdf

Stratego
Stratego
Stratego
Stratego
Stratego

Warm Fusion
Format he king
Haskell Library
Haskell Normalize
Haskell Type he k

11
1
4
1
1

739
202
246
75
120

0
1
0
0
1

60
1
32
17
13

31
32
21
3
6

Stratego

Subtotal Spe i ation

18

1382

2

123

93

Stratego
Stratego

Signature
Pretty-Printer

28
28

544
671

103
0

0
90

0
7

Stratego

Total Spe i ation

74

2597

105

213

100

Stratego

Stratego Library

48

3634

65

131

317

Table 1
Size metri s of main omponents of the spe i ation. Measuring number of modules (mod), lines
of ode (LOC) in luding do umentation, number of onstru tors ( ons), rules and strategies
(strat).

that these gures do not in lude the signature and the pretty-printing modules.
Distributed over time, it took us about 30 days to develop the entire transformation tool from s rat h in luding a syntax de nition for full Haskell. The
development time in luded nding out how to program in Stratego and developing programming idioms. That is, when undertaking this ase study, Stratego
was a new language, even for its author, and dis overing idioms of use beyond the
basi paradigm takes time. The development was aided by the wealth of generi ,
language independent rules and strategies in the Stratego library [32℄.
This ase study strengthens our view that rewriting strategies are a good
paradigm for the implementation of program transformation systems. The spe i ation is highly modular at all levels and an easily be modi ed or extended
with new transformations. It will serve as the basi infrastru ture for further
experimentation with transformations on full Haskell. The spe i ation also provides examples of several Stratego idioms that an be used in the implemention of
transformation systems for other languages. In parti ular the spe i ation shows
the use of ompound rules, re ursive patterns, distributed patterns, ex hange of
information between transformation rules through parameterized strategies and
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the ompa t spe i ation of variable renaming, substitution, and free variable
proje tion.
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